
Soil permeability (to air, 

e.g., in unsaturated zone)

Permeability to air in the unsaturated zone directly affects the 

radius of treatment that can be developed around each SVE 

well for a given vapor extraction rate; lower-permeability soils 

require more SVE wells per unit area.

Groundwater conductivity Hydraulic conductivity is an indicator of the potential 

effectiveness of AS. Lower hydraulic conductivity soils(<10-4 

cm/sec) are likely to restrict air flow and limit the mass removal 

rate of volatile LNAPL fraction. Very high hydraulic conductivity 

soils (10-1 cm/sec) are likely to require deeper AS wells and 

high air-flow rates to be effective.

LNAPL characteristics AS/SVE is effective on only the volatile fraction of the LNAPL. 

AS/SVE performed on an LNAPL with a small volatile fraction 

(e.g., jet fuel or a strongly weathered gasoline) does not result in 

significant volatile mass removal, but may contribute to aerobic 

biodegradation.

Available power/utilities The power source must be determined. 

Bench-scale testing N/A

AS air entry pressure To evaluate safe injection pressures.

AS pressure vs. flow Safety and feasibility

AS ROI (vs. flow) Feasibility can be measured by observing transient groundwater 

mounding, monitoring a tracer gas added to sparge air, or 

monitoring vapor concentration changes or dissolved oxygen 

coincident with sparge operation.

SVE vacuum vs. flow Feasibility

SVE ROI (vs. flow) Feasibility

SVE influent concentration Treatment system type and sizing

AS pressure and flow Compressor sizing

AS ROI AS well spacing

SVE vacuum and flow Blower sizing

SVE ROI SVE well spacing

SVE influent concentration Treatment system type and sizing

SVE well head and blower 

vacuum

Basic system performance—large differences can be an 

indicator of system problems, e.g., water in conveyance piping.

AS well head and 

compressor pressure

Basic system performance

SVE influent concentration Tracking mass removal rate

O2 influent concentration Indicator of aerobic biodegradation

CO2 influent concentration Indicator of aerobic biodegradation

Cumulative mass removed 

or mass removal rate

Treatment effectiveness

AS dissolved oxygen System performance
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